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The Lebanon Crisis, a harrowing chapter in American history, unfolded in
the tumultuous 1980s. As tensions flared in the war-torn nation, President
Ronald Reagan dispatched US Marines to Lebanon as part of a
peacekeeping mission. However, the mission took a tragic turn, resulting in
the deaths of 241 American service members in a horrific terrorist attack.

In "When Reagan Sent In The Marines," acclaimed author Robert Baer
meticulously delves into the intricate events of the Lebanon Crisis. Based
on extensive research and insider accounts, the book provides a
comprehensive and gripping narrative of the mission, its aftermath, and the
profound impact it had on American foreign policy.

The Mission: Peacekeeping in a War Zone

In August 1982, Israel invaded Lebanon to expel Palestinian Liberation
Organization (PLO) forces. In response, the Reagan administration sent a
multinational peacekeeping force, including US Marines, to Lebanon. The
Marines were tasked with stabilizing the situation and facilitating the
withdrawal of PLO fighters.

However, the mission faced numerous challenges from the outset. Lebanon
was a deeply divided country with multiple factions and militias vying for
control. The Marines found themselves caught in a precarious position,
often facing hostility and resistance from both sides of the conflict.
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The Attack: A Tragedy that Shocked the World

On October 23, 1983, a suicide bomber drove a truck filled with explosives
into the US Marine barracks in Beirut, killing 241 Marines. The attack sent
shockwaves throughout the United States and shattered the illusion of a
peaceful peacekeeping mission.

Baer's book meticulously reconstructs the events leading up to the attack
and reveals the intelligence failures and security lapses that contributed to
the tragedy. He also provides a harrowing account of the aftermath, as
Marines struggled to cope with the loss of their comrades.

Aftermath and Legacy

The Beirut bombing had a profound impact on American foreign policy. It
led to a reevaluation of the risks and costs of intervention and highlighted
the challenges of peacekeeping in complex and volatile conflicts.

The Reagan administration withdrew the Marines from Lebanon in 1984,
but the legacy of the crisis continued to shape US policy in the Middle East.
Baer explores the long-term consequences of the mission, including its
impact on counterterrorism efforts and the ongoing instability in Lebanon.

A Riveting and Essential Account

"When Reagan Sent In The Marines" is a gripping and essential work of
historical scholarship. Baer's masterful storytelling transports readers to the
heart of the Lebanon Crisis and provides a nuanced understanding of its
complexities.



Through interviews with key figures, examination of declassified
documents, and his own deep knowledge of the region, Baer offers a
compelling account that illuminates the challenges, sacrifices, and
consequences of military intervention.

For students of history, military enthusiasts, and anyone interested in the
enduring impact of American foreign policy, "When Reagan Sent In The
Marines" is an indispensable read.

Call to Action

Immerse yourself in the gripping narrative of "When Reagan Sent In The
Marines." Free Download your copy today and gain a deeper
understanding of one of the most pivotal events in American history.

Experience the truth behind the headlines and the lessons we learned from
the tragedy in Lebanon.

Free Download Now
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